


Mz. Lady Lox welcomes you to her dynamic world of holistic haircare! As 
women continue exploring, enjoying, and embracing their unique expressions, 
they can rely on the mind, body, and spirit of Mz. Lady Lox for an authentic, 
evolutionary experience!
Mind
Not new, but true to perfecting her craft, Mz. Lady Lox has gained over 20 years 
of wisdom in the field! “The Queen of Naturals” solidified her thrown by 
earning practicing credentials at Hogan Institute of Cosmetology, after receiving 
her Natural Braiding license and instructional certification at SBC Braiding 
Academy in Virginia . She uses her education and experience to provide clients 
professional and compassionate consultations.
Body
Mz. Lady Lox’s incredible wellness journey is a fuel to her fabulous fire! From 
promoting her educational platform on proper holistic haircare techniques . 
From being mentored by the great pioneers such as Thando Kafele , Malaika
Tamu Cooper and Maria Thompson to humbly serving as brand ambassador to 
the leading haircare line Jamaican Mango & Lime, to gracing the stages of 
Bronner Brothers, Taliah Waajid, and several hair shows in the states and 
abroad. Know for her signature Red Locs she has been featured in several 
magazines and print ads such as Sophisticates Black Hairstyles , Vibe Magazine , 
XXL , The Source , Braid Game and Taji Mag..... Currently Mz. Lady Lox is 
focusing on Educating stylist and consumers . She has educated students and 
consumers at Premier hair shows ,Kansas City Natural hair show, Kembe return 
to your Roots in the United Kingdom. She obtain the first work permit in 
Bermuda for a hairstylist. It is actually Mz. Lady Lox’s personal dedication to 
natural healthcare regimens that is the greatest testimony to her commitment 
to excellence!
Spirit
As a true reflection the strength and courage, Lady Lox has been growing and 
maintaining her own locs for over 20 years while recovering from the hardships 
of domestic violence. Mz. Lady Lox is the epitome of a Queen fully embracing 
her crown and truly embodies the spirit of Abundant Light!

Blessings!
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